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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

Based on the exhibit, what is the maximum number of APs that this Mobility Master (MM) solution can support? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 32 

D. 500 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator adds a global rule in the area shown in the exhibit. Where does the global rule take effect? 

A. It immediately applies only to the guest role, as part of the final policy applied to the role.Administrators cannot apply
the rule to other roles. 

B. It immediately applies to the guest role and other roles, as part of the first policy applied to the role. 



C. It immediately applies to the guest role and other roles, as part of the final policy applied to the role. 

D. It immediately applies only to the guest role and other roles, as part of the first policy applied to the role.
Administrators can choose to apply the rule to other roles. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. 

What describes the behavior for this WLAN? 

A. APs in the default group broadcast the SSID. Clients can connect to the WLAN on APs in the default group only. 

B. No APs broadcast the SSID. Clients cannot connect to the WLAN until administrators activate it. 

C. No APs broadcast the SSID. Clients can connect to the WLAN on APs in the default group only. 

D. APs in the default group broadcast the SSID. Clients can connect to the WLAN on APs in any group. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An Aruba solution runs ArubaOS 8 and uses a standalone controller architecture. Which feature can administrators use



to optimize the channel and power plan for the APs? 

A. ARM 

B. Rule Based Client Match 

C. AirMatch 

D. AppRF 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is an advantage for a network administrator to use AirWave over a Mobility Master (MM)? 

A. ability to gather and analyze historical user data, and monitor client association and network usage trends 

B. scans wireless client settings and brings those settings in compliance with corporate security policies. 

C. ability to monitor and manage a Mobility Controller (MC) to configure the WLAN 

D. provides realtime firewall hits for client network troubleshooting 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

When an Aruba solution uses AirMatch, which device generates the channel and power plan for an AP? 

A. the AirWave Management Platform 

B. the Mobility Master (MM) 

C. the Mobility Controller (MC) for the AP 

D. the AP itself 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A company has an Aruba solution. The company wants to support a guest WLAN with the internal captive portal, but the
company also wants to develop their own custom portal pages. What correctly describes the level of customization that
the internal captive portal supports? 

A. The internal captive portal must use the default pages without modification, but administrators can upload pages
developed externally. 

B. Administrators can modify the default internal captive portal pages, but cannot upload pages developped externally. 



C. Administrators can modify the default internal captive portal pages or upload pages developped externally. 

D. The internal captive portal must use the default pages without modification, and administrators cannot upload pages
developped externally. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A network administrator uses a wireless intrusion detection system (WIDS) to detect 802.11 association floods. At which
layer do these attacks occur? 

A. Layer 1 

B. Layer 2 

C. Layer 3 

D. Layer 7 

Correct Answer: B 

https://www.cnrood.com/en/media/solutions/Wi-Fi_Overview_of_the_802.11_Physical_Layer.pdf 

 

QUESTION 9

Which task can an Aruba Air Monitor (AM) perform? 

A. Analyze wireless traffic patterns at the application level. 

B. Optimize RF through the AP channel and transmit power plans. 

C. Analyze RF signals to determine the cause of non-802.11 interference. 

D. Prevent client connections to rogue APs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

An Aruba solution has a WLAN that uses WPA2-Enterprise security. How are encryption keys dynamically managed for
the wireless users? 

A. The MM generates and distributes keys to clients and access points (APs). 

B. Administrators configure identical key strings on the Mobility Controllers (MCs) and wireless client 802.1X settings. 

C. Keys are generated and distributed securely during each wireless user authentication process. 

D. Keys are derived from the preshared key configured on the WLAN and on each wireless client. 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

Network administrators need to set up a WLAN that uses WPA2 encryption and authenticates users with a 

preshared key (PSK) that is the same for all users. Administrators do not see where they should specify 

the option for the preshared key. 

What should the administrators do? 

A. Click Personal in the slide bar. 

B. Click the + icon in the Authentication server section 

C. Return to the first page in the wizard and select the guest option 

D. Configure an L3 authentication profile after the WLAN wizard is complete 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which improvement does ArubaOS 8 offer for the Client Match feature? 

A. It checks the compliance posture for Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) endpoints to improve security. 

B. It enables the application of unique CM rules for specific client types. 

C. It checks client behavior against a wider array of rules to detect more DoS attacks and intrusion attempts. 

D. It offloads client load balancing decisions to local controllers. 

Correct Answer: D 
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